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In the infinite quiet of space, the metallic egg seems to sit motionless 
above the peaceful planet. But these impressions are misleading.

The dropship is moving at many thousand miles per hour, and is accelerating. 
And the planet below is a world of constant conflict and death.

The woman who 
pilots the egg 
moves with 
deliberate 
precision and 
intent. She 
knows what 
awaits her at 
the end of her 
journey.

It is a fate that she is resigned to.

The countdown of the retro boosters is 
like the countdown to end her own end.

It is 520 years after titan, 
and the universe has changed.
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Proxy wars are 
fought constantly 
on the battle 
pocked surface. 

The only inhabitants of 
this cold, broken world are 
mercenaries, the condemned 
and artificial intelligences 
designed only for killing.

The woman remembers dreams of a life spent searching for a way out - 
though service, she bettered herself. 

But when her tour was done, she had nothing else to live for.

So now she calmly plots her course, knowing 
full well the destination is her own death.

The surface of her vehicle 
glows white hot. It is likely 
the pilot will not survive 
the landing, few things 
within the blast zone will.











My name is Lola Shewaasa-Dancer. All I ever wanted was to bal-

ance on my globe of the world, kicking up my heels and twirl 

my skirt to a scandalous degree, while people threw various 

drink containers at me! Then, I dreamt the multi-colored ping 

pong balls would finally rain down on me! I’m cursed by my good 

looks, carefree manner and sequined skirts. But will I ever find 

true love without having to see a lot of people murdered?

I had grown up poor. Stunningly 
beautiful but poor. I was so poor 
I had hand   –me-down dirt from 
my older relatives. So poor I 
had to share my puberty with 
everyone on the block. The 
point is, I was poor. (But 
beautiful). Here’s a picture 
of the slovenly street I 
grew up on.

One night I sat on the roof in my finest rags, 
dreaming of people throwing drinks at me, and I 
decided something.

This can’t go on! I need to 
have some fun. I can’t sit 

here forever - Greasy Bill 
will be along shortly for 
his turn on the brooding 
bench. We really have to 

share everything 
here!

So I decided - I would go out and find my for-
tune, and I wouldn’t let any well meaning romantic 
interests get in my way!

My turn on the 
brooding bench! And 
a well meaning roman-
tic interest wants 
to see you.!

Arrg! just my luck!




